Family Violence: Legal, Medical, And Social Perspectives
Family Violence: Legal, Medical, and Social Perspectives examines the entire spectrum of family violence, focusing on social processes and social relationships. The eighth edition is a multidisciplinary introduction to the study of domestic violence that guides readers to a better understanding of the challenges involved in reducing or eliminating violence. The new edition includes more information on PTSD and head trauma, a new section in children witnessing domestic violence, more international perspectives, which allow students to understand that family violence crosses borders and cultures, and a series of Promising Practices boxes that bring professional knowledge and accomplishments into the classroom.
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While this book has good/relevant information there are so many typos in the book that it's annoying. Especially because it's expensive even for a used copy. My students don't like this book either, so I am trying to find an alternative

I really have a hard time, at graduate level, to read books specific to academia, that don't have proper editing. Between spelling errors, grammatical errors and just subject flow and overall organization, I struggled with this book.

Good school book. I actually read most of it.

I have chosen the rating of five stars because when the. Author Harvey Wallace took time to write the book, he wrote it easy enough for the readers to understand it and recognize if such problem is going on in their lives and what actions to take to get out of the situation and who to contact.

I purchase this book for a sociology class in kindle version. The book was excellent! I love that the kindle format allows you to get immediate definitions, and the drag to highlight feature for important information is so much better than using a dried out highlighter.

book in great shape and inexpensive for college class.

This is the book I needed for my class. In great shape too.

Book is in rough shape but the money I saved renting it was well worth it
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